Elanco
Leading
Through
Transformation
Leading
Through
Innovation
Elanco are rigorously innovating
to benefit their customers and
improve the health of animals.
This vision is only realized if
Elanco can drive engagement and
loyalty with all its stakeholders,
and the digital ecosystem of
Elanco provides that platform at
scale. 2020 saw Elanco embark
on its most innovative digital
transformation journey ever, with
the rearchitecture of its global web
presence providing the platform for
a transformation strategy designed
to put the customer at the heart of
the brand experience.

Watch the Video

Challenge

Objective

Strategy

Transforming the global digital ecosystem
of Elanco from hundreds of disconnected
websites, content experiences and
technology platforms to a single web
framework and user experience designed
to meet the user goals of every audience
from vets, farmers and pet parents through
to investors, job seekers and media.

• Improve the brand and customer experience

Elanco took the decision to rebuild every website to
form one ecosystem of websites where every digital
touchpoint would follow the same look and feel and
user experience, but with content and user goals
tailored and personalized to key audiences across
B2B and B2C. By connecting websites to digital
marketing campaigns and channels across e-mail,
search and social it would provide one connected
experience from first touch to sale, enabling Elanco
to drive greater acquisition and customer retention,
loyalty, and advocacy.

• R
 educe the deployment costs of website
development through a single design system
and technology stack
• Increase the development and deployment
speed of websites to increase speed to market

One design system
A suite of over 100 page templates and over 250 page modules formed
the global design system and toolkit framework that would enable
Elanco to create one UI and customer experience. The integration of
these within the Kentico platform meant that global and local affiliate
websites could be easily created with local marketing teams selecting
components from a library of page tools that would support their
website and content goals.

One technology infrastructure
In addition to providing the strategic blueprint, customer journey maps,
design language and building the template experiences, Stein IAS
helped Elanco rearchitect the back-office systems and integrations
with different databases including Tealium to provide a single data
infrastructure and central governance framework.

One customer destination
With focused global digital experiences, Elanco can now transform
customer relationships at speed. The corporate website, pet health
portfolio and customer loyalty experience are just a few innovations
that the new framework and system is supporting, enabling Elanco to
deliver content, rewards, alerts and wellness information across every
stage of the customer experience, helping pet parents navigate the
journey from journey from pet purchase and vet visit to treatment
cycles and long-term treatment management. Now everything is
accessible with one click!

Components Library

Results
One Elanco is reaching and engaging more
audiences, increasing speed to market and has
provided a platform for Elanco to transform its
marketing across every touchpoint.

Increasing
speed to
market by

50%

Reducing
end-to-end
development
costs by

50%

Increasing
brand dwell
time by

25%

